
Gala Dinner, Dance, Presentation, June 1st 2017

Time 時間 Program 活動內容 Program Details 細節

5:45 pm
Reception/Networking
報到/聯誼

Make or renew contacts with 100+ U.S. grantees, distinguished faculty, 
government leaders, non-profit leaders, and rising students

6:20 pm
Welcome & Thanks
歡迎 & 致謝

William Vocke, Executive Director, Foundation for Scholarly Exchange

6:40 pm
Performance
樂團演出

Ju Percussion Group 朱宗慶打擊樂團

7:00 pm
Dinner & music
晚餐 & 音樂饗宴

The Muddy Basin Ramblers

8:00 pm
Reflections
反思分享

Kin W. Moy 梅健華, Director, American Institute in Taiwan

Yeh Jiun-rong 葉俊榮, Minister of Interior, Fulbright alumnus

Richard Bush卜睿哲, Brookings scholar, Taiwan expert

Michael Sandel 邁可‧桑德爾, Harvard ethicist, TED Talk star

8:40 pm
Presentations
演說

Joseph Bookbinder, Chair, Fulbright Taiwan: 
Taiwanese and American Fulbright Alumni are recognized for their 
contributions

9:00 pm-
10:00 pm

American swing dancing
美式搖擺舞

The Muddy Basin Ramblers 泥灘地浪人樂團

6/1 慶祝晚宴、舞會與演說

60 Years of Educational Exchange

Location: Regent Taipei 3F Ball room 地點: 台北晶華酒店 3F 宴會廳

60 Years of Educational Exchange 歡慶傅爾布萊特計畫【台美教育交流一甲子】



Fulbright Artists 創作藝術家

朱宗慶 / 朱宗慶打擊樂團
Ju Tzong Ching / Ju Percussion Group

「 」。

Rooted in Taiwan and shining on the world stage, the Ju Percussion 
Group has continued to maintain its “Moving On” spirit and unique 
approach to “Blending tradition and modern, balancing East and 
West.” The Ju Percussion Group has been chosen as a "Taiwan 
Brand Performing Arts Group" since 2013. In 2014, the Ju
Percussion Group conducted a European tour, and received 
enthusiastic responses from audiences and favorable comments 
from critics. The Founder and Artistic Director, Ju, Tzong-Ching will 
lead the percussion group to perform a repertoire to celebrate 
Senator Fulbright’s Vision “A world with a little more knowledge & 
a little less conflict”.



Fulbright Artists 創作藝術家

艾婕音
Jane Ingram Allen

「 」

Jane Ingram Allen, originally from Alabama and now based in 
Santa Rosa, CA, does environmental art projects around the world 
using natural materials and handmade paper she creates from 
local plant waste materials. Jane lived and worked in Taiwan from 
2004-2012, as a Fulbright Scholar in 2004 and 2005 and then 
continuing as an independent artist. Jane also curates 
international environmental art projects. She will create a series 
of paper art work to celebrate Senator Fulbright’s Vision “A world 
with a little more knowledge & a little less conflict”.



Fulbright Artists 創作藝術家

陳正雄
Cheng-hsiung Chen

Born in 1935 in Taipei, Chen Cheng-Hsiung is an abstract painter with 
an international vision. Chen's painting belongs to the eastern 
tradition of emotive abstraction and draws inspiration from primitive 
art and deeply rooted cultural history. His work was honored at the 
1999, 2001 Florence Biennale with the Lorenzo il Magnifico Career 
Achievement in the Arts Award. The popularity of his work is a 
testament to its creative and conceptual power. He will provide a 
digigraphie version of “Spring Within Spring Series VI” for display.

春天裡的春天系列之五
Spring Within Spring Series VI
压克力彩、画布 acrylic on 
canvas, 1998 (150 x 230cm)



Fulbright Artists 創作藝術家

Simon Levin + Ching Yuan Chang 
賽烈文 + 張清淵

As an artist, one of Simon Levin’s passions is a search for unity. He believes 
that an understanding of others' cultural identity is a vantage point to 
better see ourselves. During his time in Taiwan he used indigenous clay as a 
metaphor for the malleable foundation upon which we respond to the 
world.  Simon’s Fulbright journey has led him to dig, process, test and 
explore the properties of domestic clay in Taiwan, re-introducing materials 
and local potential to the Taiwanese academic studio environment.

In the spirit of Fulbright he collaborated with Professor Chang to create a 
unique ceramic piece neither could have forseen or made alone.  
 "Fundament and Nebula," is a celebration of Senator Fulbright’s vision “A 
world with a little more knowledge & a little less conflict.”

: Howard Intl. House



Forum Speakers 論壇講者

卜睿哲
Richard C. Bush

Richard C. Bush is an American expert on Taiwan and China 
affairs. He has served in the National Intelligence Council (NIC), 
and as head of the American Institute in Taiwan (AIT), and has 
been actively observing international affairs in East Asia for 30 
years. Currently, he is the Director of Center for Northeast Asian 
Policy Studies (CNAPS) of the Brookings Institution and a Senior 
Fellow of Foreign Policy. His research area covers international 
affairs in East Asia, especially the bilateral relations between U.S. 
and Taiwan, China, Japan, and Korea.

: Howard Intl. House

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brookings_Institution


Forum Speakers 論壇講者

邁可‧桑德爾
Michael Sandel

Michael Sandel is a TED Talk star, American political 
philosopher and a Harvard ethicist. His course “Justice” is the 
first Harvard course to be made freely available online and on 
television with millions of viewers. He is one of Foreign Policy's 
Top 100 Global Thinkers, Sandel has been described as “the 
most relevant living philosopher,” “a rock-star moralist" 
(Newsweek), and “the most famous teacher of philosophy in 
the world.” (New Republic)
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